ATTO FastStream RAID Controller
Santa Fe Productions Discovers
Affordable, Flexible Networking Solution
What does a growing post-production company do
when its creative output far exceeds its storage
capacity? The company tries to source the most
efficient solution available to expand storage and
improve productivity. Santa Fe Productions, Inc., an
independent production company in Brooklyn, New
York faced this dilemma. “The workflow jump was
one we knew we needed to make,” said Eli Brown,
director and editor.
A SAN (Storage Area Network) seemed like the
right way to go. But as Santa Fe Productions
investigated its options, most solutions were beyond
its budget. Then Brown heard about the ATTO
FastStream™ SC.
Santa Fe creates
non-fiction
programming for
b r o a d c a s t
television
and
home video and
film distribution,
specializing
in
science-oriented
educational
entertainment programs. Its latest project, "The
Brain Fitness Program”, has aired on PBS stations
nationally with a sequel in production. Several
independent producers rent the company’s facility
on a project-by-project basis.

multiple firewire drives and share them as we
needed them. If someone needed a clip and they
didn't have it, we'd have to copy it from wherever it
might be and move the drives around.
“When you're dealing with 20- or 30-minute clips of
compressed HD footage, that means waiting for
hours to get the footage where it needs to go,
wasting a lot of bandwidth,” added Brown.
Brown found the solution with the FastStream SC —
a SAN RAID storage controller that enables a
shared environment while eliminating the need for
many of the Fibre Channel components required by
traditional solutions. By adding low-cost SAS or
SATA arrays, instead of more expensive Fibre
Channel storage, and increasing connectivity to
additional workstations without adding a Fibre
Channel switch, Santa Fe is able to take advantage
of all the benefits of a SAN without using Fibre
Channel storage.
FastStream allows one to four Fibre Channel-based
workstations to share a pool of RAID-protected SAS
or SATA drives. Using the FastStream with SAS
drives protected by RAID 5 provides support for up
to five streams of 10-bit uncompressed HD with
performance up to 1200 MB/sec.
“ATTO gave me a loaner system so that I could fully
test it in my facility under the conditions that it was
likely to be used,” Brown said.

He emphasized
Santa Fe had multiple Mac workstations each with
an eSATA box directly attached.
“The FastStream allowed us to jump
Two and sometimes three editors
share massive amounts of footage into the SAN world without forcing us
(20 to 30 hours or more of High- to get a solution much larger than we
Definition footage) while trying to needed. It also allows us the flexibility
meet very tight deadlines, Brown to grow it when we do. Flexibility, price,
said. The array was swapped and service all came together with the
among the computers as needed.
FastStream solution. The FastStream
“The way we worked was very
inefficient,” said Brown. “We had to
duplicate all of our digitized footage
and other graphic assets across

that it’s not only the solution that
made things easier, but ATTO’s
tech support which made the
difference:
“ATTO
provided
unparalleled
end-user
support,
assigning us a technician who
worked with us, even on holidays.”

Brown continued, “While many allin-one solutions require specific
simply delivered a solid-working SAN at
hardware to marry the RAID
an incredibly affordable price point."
chassis
and
storage,
the
- Eli Brown, Editor & Producer FastStream supplies the RAID
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FastStream SC - Expandable SAN with Reliable RAID Protection
configuration, eliminating the need for RAID in the
storage enclosure.
“ATTO has created a solution that is affordable and
flexible enough for us to add more storage as we
need without adding an entire new SAN box to the
mix.”
Solution Synopsis
Challenges
Working in a direct-attached storage environment
extended projects and jeopardized deadlines. A
collaborative workflow was needed to provide data
protection and high performance while editing
multiple streams of uncompressed High Definition
video.

Products Used
ATTO FastStream SC RAID Controller
ATTO Celerity 4-Gb Fibre Channel Host Adapters
Hitachi 1-TB SATA Disk Drives
Enhance UltraStor SAS/SATA RS16JS JBOD
Enclosure
Tiger Technology MetaSAN v3.0 SAN Management
Software
Apple Mac G5
Apple Mac Pro Intel Dual Xeon
Apple Octo-Core Mac Pro
Software Applications:
Apple—Final Cut Studio 2, Shake
Adobe—After Effects, Photoshop
DigiDesign—ProTools, Logic Pro
MAXON—Cinema 4D

Solution

Scalability

The ATTO FastStream SC provides RAID parity
protection to multiple workstations when paired with
SAS or SATA drives and ATTO Celerity host
adapters. This configuration allows a highperformance shared storage workgroup without
using high-cost Fibre Channel switches or Fibre
Channel RAID arrays.

FastStream Storage Controller flexibility allows you to
easily add up to four workstations and more with a Fibre
Channel switch. Up to eight SAS/SATA enclosures can be
daisy-chained behind a FastStream Storage Controller
for a total of 128 SAS/SATA drives.

FastStream SC Features
 Up to 4 Fibre Channel ports to 8 SAS/SATA lanes
 Data transfers of up to 1200 MB/Sec.
 User configurable integrated RAID 0,1,4,5,6 and

ATTO’s exclusive DVRAID™ support
 Easy to set up, manage and maintain
 OS and storage independent

ATTO FastStream SC Models
SC 8550: 4 FC ports to 8 SAS/SATA lanes
SC 9000: 2 FC ports to 8 SAS/SATA lanes
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